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International Freight Transport Service Inquiry 
New Zealand Productivity Commission 
PO Box 8036  
Wellington 6143 
 
By e-mail:  freightinquiry@productivity.govt.nz 
 
 
 
SUBMISSION BY RAVENSDOWN FERTILISER CO-OPERATIVE LTD 
 
Introduction 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Issues Paper on 
International Freight Transport Services. 
 
Ravensdown Fertiliser Co-operative is owned by 27,000 New Zealand and 4,000 
Australian famers.  We supply around half of New Zealand’s fertiliser requirements, and 
have a strong presence in Western Australia, Queensland and more recently Victoria 
and South Australia.  Over 1.49 million tonnes of fertiliser is sold by the company.  This 
is primarily imported as a bulk cargo, and there is NZ manufacture of superphosphate 
at three manufacturing sites.  Loading is typically in the Middle East, Morocco, Europe 
and Canada, with some shipments from China and Vietnam.  Some NZ manufactured 
superphosphate is exported to our Australian businesses.  Company turnover is $933 
million, and total assets $786 million.   
 
We are familiar with most ports in NZ and a growing number in Australia.  The company 
charters around 50 bulk cargo ships per year.  These range in size from 25,000 tonnes 
to 60,000 tonnes.  We also have a joint venture ship brokerage business based in 
Melbourne.  Stevedoring services at all ports are conducted for Ravensdown by an 
independent contractor, and Ravensdown controls all the ship to store logistics. 
 
Our submission will mainly focus on New Zealand ports.  If the Commission seeks 
further information from us beyond what is provided in this submission, we are very 
willing for further contact. 
 

 

 

Head Office Level 1, 32 Oxford Terrace, PO Box 1049, Christchurch, NZ 
Website:  www.ravensdown.co.nz,  Email: info@ravensdown.co.nz  

Phone (+64) (3) 353 4600, Fax (+64) (3) 353 4625  
web site: www.ravensdown.co.nz 
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Summary 
 

 NZ ports are more economical than Australian ports for the importation of bulk 
materials 

 Ports often have a monopoly position for the NZ based users of the port so must 
exercise restraint  

 Investment prioritization between containers and bulk cargo facilities may be 
inequitable 

 Local government ownership should provide for a regional economy focus for 
each port.  This is not always evident.  However, it is still a better option than 
some alternative ownership structures 

 The monopoly hold on vital port land by port companies is being used 
inappropriately 

 Alternative models could exist for ownership when wharves or facilities are 
dedicated to one port user 

 Under-investment in ports is leading to an inability to handle larger vessels or 
un-geared ships. This is a significant disadvantage to NZ’s international trade 
competitiveness, depriving us of world class efficiency 

 The investment that is occurring at ports is occurring with limited co-ordination 
between the countries ports 

 Biosecurity costs/benefits are appropriate and more balanced than in Australia 

 The ability to use foreign ships en-route for NZ coastal shipping is necessary 
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Submission 
 
Ports 
 
Efficiency 
Ravensdown agrees that NZ ports became more efficient in the 1990’s, but this rate of 
improvement has slowed.  Much of that improvement came from improved labour 
practices with greater flexibility, and included services allied to port companies but not 
necessarily owned by port companies, such as stevedoring. 
 
We are familiar with like for like costs of fertiliser across NZ and Australian wharves.  
NZ is lower cost on a standardized currency.  There are numerous components to total 
transport costs.  Wharfage charges are lower, but the facilities in NZ are not so good, 
meaning out-turn rate can be slower, which lifts the shipping costs.  There is more 
flexibility for tailored arrangements at NZ ports while Australian ports are still heavily 
unionized and show inflexibility, which adds to costs.   
 
Port Companies - Performance 
There is a range of performance levels between the NZ ports which we deal with.  They 
are in a monopoly position in that it is usually uneconomical for us to service one of our 
major port based stores from any other port.  Importers of lower value bulk materials 
are more captive than exporters and containerised trade. We are obliged to use the 
port nearest to our facilities.  This compares with the container trade where there is 
more choice for which port containers leave from, and due to the power and influence 
of the large container shipping lines, Ravensdown is of the view that many ports to not 
prioritise their services and investment, disadvantaging bulk importers.   
 
Port Companies - Ownership 
In theory local government ownership of the regional ports should provide an 
ownership structure that would not abuse its local monopoly position and look to use 
the port to advance the best interests of the region.  In practice, ports have become a 
vital part of the income stream of Councils.  Retention of profits for capital development 
by the ports becomes very political due to the potential to affect the annual rates 
increase.   
 
The gross margin from port revenues is high, but reinvestment seems low.  High capital 
values or replacement costs are used to justify port charges; however, profits are 
seldom retained for capital replacement, but provide dividends to offset rates.  If a port 
is prudent enough to build up reserves for major capital works, they run the risk that 
their council owners will see the balance sheet as conservative and increase the 
borrowings so funds can be withdrawn for other council purposes. 
 
Despite our reservations on how ports are being used by their local government 
owners, Ravensdown would be even more concerned to see the ports sold off or their 
operations delegated to commercial businesses.  This very nearly occurred in 2006 
when the Christchurch City Council tried sell half of the Port of Lyttelton and the 
management contract to Hong Kong company, Hutchinson’s.  We believe this would 
have left captive port users very vulnerable. 
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Port Company Land 
It needs to be recognized that port companies not only have a monopoly over the 
wharves, but often much of the land surrounding the wharves.  This land is crucial for 
the port users, providing immediate off-ship or pre-shipment warehousing, cool storage, 
log storage, and freight handling areas.   
 
Our observation is that ports are not being regionally strategic with the land and 
building resources they control surrounding the port.  Instead they look for short term 
maximum profits from this land.  An example Ravensdown has experienced is at the 
Port of Napier, where a vital port fertiliser storage shed that we utilised to minimize after 
hours traffic movements on Marine Parade and have leased for over 20 years was 
offered to another party who was prepared to pay an even higher price.  The net 
outcome was that Ravensdown had to leave the site, run more trucks on public roads 
after hours, and establish a new transit depot away from the port.  From a regional 
development perspective fertiliser is arguably one of the highest value-add imports. 
 
Over time we suspect the port land charges have driven away fuel companies 
supplying bunker fuel.  Lack of bunker fuels at NZ ports means that our ships are 
fueling off-shore, and their load capacity is reduced.  Again, this becomes a hidden cost 
in the ship charter costs, and a disadvantage to our economy.   
 
Active reclamation plans should be encouraged to provide more flat land adjoining the 
port, but Resource Management Act impediments may discourage such plans.   
 
Port Company Facilities 
In some situations, private local ownership by port users of dedicated wharves or other 
facilities could be considered.  For instance the dedicated fertiliser wharf in the Otago 
Harbour only services the Ravensbourne superphosphate plant of Ravensdown.  Yet 
this wharf cannot be owned by Ravensdown, as the port will not relinquish control.  
This issue became particularly critical when the port company seemed unwilling to 
spend capital to keep the wharf up to an acceptable standard to Ravensdown. More 
flexibility is required in such circumstances.  If legislation is an impediment, then this 
should be addressed. 
 
NZ ports are very poorly equipped with shore based cranes that can handle bulk cargo.  
This requires that Ravensdown limits its vessel options, being restricted to bulk cargo 
geared ships.  This is also limiting the size of ship available. 
 
Many ports have limited draught.  The East Coast does not have a true deepwater port 
that provides a draught of 14.5 metres at low tide.  This restricts the charter of larger 
vessels such as Panamax vessels, and adds to the cost per tonne of our shipping.  We 
agree with the Issues Paper that NZ’s port infrastructure is unsuited to large ships.  It is 
only through handling larger ships that significant efficiency gains are likely to be made.  
Because Ravensdown can drop part cargoes off at a number of ports, we are able to 
take larger ships than some importers as the first load can be discharged at the deeper 
port, before moving on to ports with lesser draught.   
 
We see only limited initiatives from the ports to address handling larger ships and 
increasing channel draught. 
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Port Company Re-investment 
Channel deepening to allow for larger vessels is an obvious area where significant 
investment could be made at a number of NZ ports.  Fill could be used to reclaim more 
land adjoining ports.  Lack of draught is one of the most important strategic risks to 
NZ’s international competitiveness, and is probably a greater limiting factor to 
productivity than our roading network.  However the roading network is attracting 
significant funds for upgrading, while ports do not attract the same attention or funds.  
This could be considered a market failure, and make come from the election cycle 
vision period of the local council that owns the ports.  There does not appear to be 
collaboration across the ports to address such strategic issues of national importance.  
Local body ownership has resulted in a sub-optimal parochialism.   
 
Rail services to NZ ports are also not at a world class standard. 
 
Collectively across the port companies, there may be miss-investment in servicing the 
container trade, and a potential cross subsidy from captive trades to the container 
trade. 
 
Biosecurity-   
 
Ravensdown is familiar with biosecurity measures for fertiliser importation in Australia 
and NZ.  Here in NZ, the system is much more pragmatic, lower cost, but equally as 
effective as Australia.  In Australia the AQIS system is complex and excessive.  It 
creates a significant hidden cost to the Australian economy due to the limitations on the 
ships that can be used to import bulk cargoes based on their previous cargo history.   
 
As a farmer co-operative, reliant on farmer income, Ravensdown is acutely aware of 
the biosecurity needs of NZ.  We think NZ has the system about right for its risk 
assessments and controls.  
 
One cost NZ could eliminate is the need to re-inspect ships that we have unloading first 
in Australia and then in NZ.  After a full Australian AQIS inspection, there is no sense in 
re-inspecting the ship fully once it reached NZ with the remainder of its cargo. 
 
Coastal Shipping 
 
As a charterer of international ships, Ravensdown occasionally takes advantage of 
reversal of cabotage provisions in 1994 to move products between NZ ports on foreign 
flagged vessels.  This flexibility must be maintained as it improves our international 
competitiveness and reduces our use of the roading network for shifting significant 
quantities.  For instance, after the Christchurch earthquake, our Hornby Works acid 
plant was damaged, and no production was possible for over three months.  This 
potentially disastrous situation was alleviated by the ability to use international ships to 
shift superphosphate produced in the North Island, to the South Island.    
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Recommendations 
 

1. Mechanism to ensure councils taking long term view with higher re-investment, 
and are prevented from gouging at the port users expense  

2. National approach on how to handle larger ships and wider range of ships, 
through Government commitment to deepening of key East Coast ports, even if 
this means the Government takes an equity position in the port’s ownership 

3. More strategic use of port land and increasing port land by allowing channel 
dredging to be used to reclaim land for the port.  This may require EPA 
assessment, rather than local RMA processes 

4. Ships already inspected by AQIS in Australia be excluded from re-inspection in 
NZ, if on pat of the same voyage 

5. Retain provisions for coastal shipping on foreign vessels already calling at ports 
 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.  If the Commission seeks further information 
from Ravensdown you are welcome to make contact. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
Richard Christie 
General Manager – Strategic Development  
(rc@ravensdown.co.nz) 


